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Hey! Here are some of my photos from 
my surf photography trips…  Tim Nunn
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“Hi, My name’s Tim Nunn…  
 
I’m a surf photographer from the UK, and I’ve spent the last ten years or 
so just exploring and photographing the remotest coastlines of the North 
Atlantic. 

Over this time I've seen an real big shift from a lot these coastlines being genuinely quite 
pristine to being really badly affected by rubbish, especially plastic. And this goes for 
places that are close to big population centres or the very remotest Arctic beaches. 

So I wanted to turn my photography into doing 
something about this, and not only inspiring people 
to go to the places and see what an incredible world 
we live, but also to start people realising what an 
effect our everyday actions have on the ocean…  

…and that’s how The Plastic Project was 
born.”

“I want people to go to these places having been inspired by the images, film and tales we tell. I want them to love the world’s ocean and coastlines as I do. I also want everyone to realise that by making even just the smallest change to everyday life in the choices they make, whether by refusing single use plastic or simply recycling and reusing whenever they can; they have the power to halt this problem in the future."
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VISIT THE LOFOTEN ISLANDS
Country:      Norway 

Major islands:  Austvågøy, Vestvågøy,    

     Flakstadøy, Moskenesøy,    

     Værøy, Røst 

Area:      474 sq mi (1,227 sq km) 

Population:     24,500

DISCOVER NORWAY’S UNTAMED ISLANDS 
Lofoten is known for excellent fishing, spectacular nature attractions such as the northern lights and the 
midnight sun, and small villages off the beaten track. Kayak between the islands, go fishing for the catch 
of your life, or look for sea eagles soaring in the sky. From www.visitnorway.com

I’d like to go take pictures of surfing here… looks beautiful! Tim 

http://www.visitnorway.com
http://www.visitnorway.com
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Check out this project - it could really 

help people solve this plastic problem!  

Tim Nunn


